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• Velvet paper

Assembly vocabulary
• Long read: a fragment that has been “read” from a genomic

sequence (DNA for us), usually > 1000 bp
• Short read: same as a long read but usually < 1000 bp
• Paired-end read: both ends of a fragment are “read”, but the portion
between them is unknown
• bp: base pair
• kb, Mb, Gb: kilo bases 103, mega bases 106, giga bases 109

Assembly vocabulary (cont)
• Coverage: total number of bases in all reads, divided by the

length of the genome (short reads: need higher coverage)

• k-mer: a genomic “word” of length k
• N50: for a set of contigs, N50 is the length such that at least half the

bases of the assembly are in a contig with length N50 or longer, and at
least half the bases are in a contig with length N50 or shorter

2001 paper.
Nodes can be connected by a directed “arc.” In that case, the
last k-mer of an arc’s origin node overlaps with the first of its
destination node. Because of the symmetry of the blocks, if an arc
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projecting hairpins onto linear paths.
To merge two paths, Tour Bus creates a chain of markers
along both of them, node by node. The paths are merged pro-
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Species tested: model organisms
• Escherichia coli: E. coli (bacteria)
• Saccharomyces cerevisiae: yeast
• Caenorhabditis elegans: C. elegans (worm)
• Homo sapiens: Us :)
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Testing error removal on experimental data
A 173,428-bp human BAC was sequenced using Solexa sequencing machines, with an average coverage of 970!. The BAC was
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the coverage, the quality, and the length of the reads. One approach consists in testing several alternatives in parallel and picking the best.
Another method consists in estimating the expected number X of times a unique k-mer in a genome of length G is observed
in a set of n reads of length l. We can link this number to the
traditional value of coverage, noted C, with the relations:

Velvet: comparison with other assemblers
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Table 3. Comparison of short read assemblers on experimental Streptococcus suis Solexa
reads
Assembler

No. of
contigs

Velvet 0.3
SSAKE 2.0
VCAKE 1.0

470
265
7675

N50

Average
error rate

Memory

Time

Seq. Cov.

8661 bp
1727 bp
1137 bp

0.02%
0.20%
0.64%

2.0G
1.7G
1.8G

2 min 57 sec
1 h 47 min
4 h 25 min

97%
16%
134%
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